9467 Self Assessment Worksheet

Directions:
	Briefly describe the learning situation you are reflecting on.

Rate yourself on each of the five dimensions of meaningful learning in terms of how your teaching supports this dimension. 
In the right-hand column, provide a brief, detailed example to illustrate why this rating is appropriate. 
Respond to the Summary and Reflection questions at the end of the worksheet.


Learning Situation:

One of my fourth grade classes is learning about dragons. They are drawing their own dragons using oils pastels and water colors. For some it may be their first time using oil pastels, others may have used them in third grade. One student is ESL, and several are on IEPs but none of them severe enough to have an aide. After we do an introductory lesson on the topic to give the students inspiration and ideas, we are ready to begin working with our new tools. 


Dimension of Meaningful Learning
Rating 
(1=low; 5= high)
Example
Active Learning

1    2    3    4    5
I start out by demonstrating some drawing techniques such as using circles, squares and triangles to construct the body. In subsequent classes, I slowly demonstrate how to use the oil pastels, first with base coats, then adding shadows and highlights. After each lesson, I allow the students to try the skills that I demonstrated. They practice using the tools on their own, with guidance and advice from me. If too many students are having difficulties, the skills are reviewed as needed and they try again.
Constructive Learning

1    2    3    4    5
During the course of the project, students are usually asked to periodically evaluate their progress in a one-on-one situation. The more in depth evaluation comes at the end, when the students fill out their self-evaluation sheet. This is the same sheet I will use to grade them. But first, they must grade themselves. If at any time they see that they could go back and fix a problem, they are free to do so before they turn it in. All of the requirements of the project are listed and outlined and students rate themselves on how well they believe they did. They are also asked to write about what was difficult and what they would do differently if they could do the project over. 
Intentional Learning

1    2    3    4    5
They are asked to talk about what they learned about the process and the decisions they made on their self-evaluation sheet. However, we do not touch base much on how they could use these skills in a future situation, unless they end up doing a similar art project in the future.
Authentic Learning

1    2    3    4    5
While each art project is an ill-structured problem with multiple possible solutions, not all projects require many higher order thinking skills. There are some criticism and compare/contrast problems (in this lesson we compare and contrast lore about Western/European and Eastern/Asian dragons). However, excluding motor skills, they probably are not learning too many real life skills in working on this project (unless their goal is to work in a creative field.)
Cooperative Learning

1    2    3    4    5
This lesson is mainly an individualized lesson where each student is responsible for their own project. Students often engage in little productive conversation (though many conversations are still taking place). However, on occasion, such as the particular class I’m thinking of, there will be a Korean ESL student who either had difficulty following the project, or needs help filling out the self-evaluation sheet. If this is the case, I will often pair up that student with a bilingual classmate. The bilingual classmate can help translate the expectations of the project so that the ESL student can successfully complete the assignment. When the assignment is completed the two can partner up again and they may work together on the self-evaluation sheet. Students also are responsible for cleaning their own messes each class period and must collaborate with one another to get the various classroom jobs accomplished. This is part of their participation grade, since they must leave the room in the same condition as it was when they arrived.

Summary and Reflection Questions:

Which one dimension of meaningful learning do you believe is the strongest in the situation you selected? Why? (one paragraph)

I believe that active learning is probably the strongest simply by the nature of the project. Objectives in my class are usually categorized under four main headings: art history, art production, art criticism, and art aesthetics. In art class, everything is hands on once we start the production portion of a unit. This is often the largest portion of a unit, both time and grade wise. Lecture and demonstrations get the project going, but in the end, most class time is dedicated to actively practicing with and manipulating the tools that we are currently using.


Which one dimension of meaningful learning do you believe is the weakest in the situation you selected? Why? (one paragraph)

At first I thought cooperative learning might be the weakest, until I began thinking more about how I handle ESL situations. Out of the ones that I feel I need to improve on, I think intentional learning is the weakest. While our projects are goal oriented, it is not often that we articulate how these skills can be applied to other situations. Often when a lesson is completed in art class, I find that students (especially very young ones) have enough trouble seeing how this lesson connects to the next let alone how they can apply it to a completely new and different situation.  


Which technologies could be used to enhance learning in the situation you selected? How? Why? (two paragraphs)

I think in this particular situation it might be fun to try using Inspiration for part of the lesson. In the authentic learning section I talked a little about how we compare and contrast Western and Eastern dragons. I think it would better illustrate the idea if I allowed them to list all the main points we discuss in class and then arrange them into a chart showing where the mythologies about Western or European dragons differ from Eastern or Asian dragons. On example may be: Western dragons appear with or without wings but Eastern dragons are traditionally drawn with no wings. They could also have a section where the two intersect visually showing where the two types are similar and their mythologies overlap such as: both Eastern and Western dragons are believed to be dangerous when angered. I think this might help them think a little more critically about the topic, and will help the more visual learners see how the two compare.


